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Here is a quick guide to the Intelligent

Automation Platform, powered by the

cloud.

What makes it different?

It delivers automations faster. And it

unlocks the value from legacy, enables

cloud-driven transformation and

unleashes human intelligence.

How? By combining the cloud with more

intelligent automation.

It starts with a single building block. Each

block delivers a part of an automated

process, and they snap together to build

an automation. Let’s say it was using data

to understand customer journeys. We just

connect the blocks that read data from

legacy systems, extract text from

recorded calls and analyze handwritten

documents.

Scaling it is simple, just add more blocks.

It means automations are created way

quicker and can expand rapidly. The key

is smarter cloud. Production accelerators

get automations to market over 50%

faster. Infinite robot capacity means

unlimited scalability, on-demand. And you

can even pay by the second.

The Platform draws on the best of AWS.

And a liquid infrastructure connects

cloud automations to legacy systems. It

draws legacy data and applies analytics,

AI and machine learning, creating valuef

from legacy and feeding digital

transformation.

What does this all mean? Automation

can deliver the value of the cloud now.

And, the automation thinks for itself,

with Intelligent Scheduling. Once

automations are live, they constantly

self-monitor demand levels, capacity

and performance. And they upscale

automatically when needed and downsize

or auto-sleep when not. They can self diagnose

and self-heal. And when

automations are no longer needed, they

dissolve.

The Intelligent Automation is an integral

part of Accenture Cloud First, our global

network of cloud specialists, services,

innovation and partners, all driven to one

end, to deliver cloud value faster, by

increasing business agility and

innovation, and reducing operational

costs.

If you want cloud-powered automation

faster, and need to monetise legacy,

unleash human intelligence and

accelerate their digital agenda, talk to

us about the Intelligent Automation

Platform.
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